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revised
SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER/NOVEMBER 2018

ACCUQUILT - WHAT’S NEW!
SOMETHING’S
COMING ON
9/17/2018 ???

CROSSED CANOES

SPIDER WEB

PINEAPPLE

BERNINA SOFTWARE CLASSES:
SOFTWARE SAMPLER V8 - COREL PAINTER ESSENTIALS 5 - Spanky
Take a tour of Corel Painter Essential 5 to see what fantastic mixed
media projects you can create! THIS CLASS IS THE 4TH SATURDAY
OF THE MONTH DUE TO AN ACCUQUILT EVENT.
Sat., Sept. 22 - 10 to 11:30

Class Fee: $15

SOFTWARE SAMPLER V8 - WAVE A WAND - Spanky
Compare the new Magic Wand tools in Software 8. Create simple designs, fast and easy!

THIS CLASS IS THE 2ND SATURDAY DUE TO OUR SHOP HOP.
Sat., Oct. 13 -10 to 11:30

Class Fee: $15

SOFTWARE SAMPLER V8 - WORK SMARTER - Spanky
The Smart Fill tool is available in Corel SE. Learn how to create special designs using this new
creative tool.
Sat., Nov. 17 - 10 to 11:30

Class Fee: $15
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Your choice for payment:
$75 up front and $20 a class
for 12 months OR
Pick and choose a class $35

Being a piecer and/or a quilter is a lot of fun and you belong to a world-wide family of like interests.
Then you see the coolest bag pattern in the world, one you would like to make, BUT it has a zipper!!!
Or,
covered strapping
vinyl
curved edges

printed labels on twill tape
another zipper application
outside/inside pockets

elastic
inner dividers
Soft & Stable

bias binding

hiding raw edges

Binding vinyl or mesh

perfect circles

Invisible magnet strips

mesh

Zippers on vinyl or mesh

Over the next 12 months, you will start off small and graduate to mastering the mother of all bags!
Consider taking this challenge, it’s important to learn new things, they keep you young. These projects are useful, beautiful, and they won’t look homemade. They will be professionally made and you
will be quite proud of yourself!

Wed., Sept. 5 or
Sat., Sept. 8

Wed., Oct. 3 or
Sun., Oct. 14

Wed., Nov. 7 or
Sat., Nov. 10

Wed., Dec. 5 or
Sat., Dec. 8

The byANNIE trunk show has arrived and will be here until Sept. 30.
Please stop by and see all the wonderful projects you’ll be making!
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STITCH BOOK - Noreen - Have you thought of making a book of all the stitches in your machine? I
highly recommend it. Let us help you get started. Sure your manual may show you a picture of the
stitches or you see the stitch on the screen, but they come to life when you actually stitch them out.
We will also explore what features your machine may have to manipulate the stitch to make it look
different. Depending on how many stitches your machine has you will not stitch all of them during
the class but we hope that this is the boost you need to get started.
This class is open to all machine makes and models.

Sat., Sept. 22 - 1 to 3

Class FEE: $15

STUPENDOUS STITCHES - Noreen - So you have all of these beautiful stitches on your machine. Do you know that you can alter them using stitch width, stitch length, elongation, and other features on your
machine. Do you know where your pivoting stitches are? Everyone has
them, let's learn how to make them!
Let's use those beautiful stitches to embellish fabric! We will have great
fun taking a beautiful piece of fabric and enhance and embellish it by adding decorative stitches,
couching cords and ribbons, adding trims and/or buttons. While doing this you will learn the features
of your machine and how to use them. Once you have this embellished fabric, what will you make
with it? We'll talk about what you can do with your new fabric during class. This class is open to
all machine makes.

Fri., Oct. 5 - 10 to 4

CLASS FEE: $ 40.00

BEGINNING FREE MOTION QUILTING - Pat
Have you tried free motion quilting and just cannot seem to get the
results you want? This class is for you! You will learn all of the basics
and beyond to start you on your way to successful machine quilting.
Wed., Sept. 26 - 10 to 4

Class Fee: $40

SPICY SPIRAL TABLE RUNNER - Susan - This is a unique project
which will spice up the conversation at your table. It uses 8 fat
quarters ranging from dark to light. Segments require a 9 degree
wedge ruler (also works with 10 degree wedge ruler). This class is
open to all machine makes.
Tues., Nov. 6 - 10 to 3

Class Fee: $25
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TUCKER TOOLS with a twist!
Are you an admirer of Jen Kingwell but feel intimidated to tackle
one of her quilts? Join us each month as we work on her pattern
"Long Time Gone".

Our instructor, Carol Gibson-Weik, a Studio 180 Design
Certified Instructor, will share techniques and tips using Deb
Tucker’s Tools to complete this amazing quilt. According to
Carol, the key to completing one of Jen's quilts is to break the
task down into manageable chunks and use the right tools for
precision and stress free stitching.
One block and one of Deb Tucker’s Tools will be featured
every month. You will learn to use the tool that corresponds
to the monthly block, then immediately put it to use as you
complete your block. Class time will be used to work on each
block, many of which you will be able to complete during the
class. During this process, you will also learn how to convert most quilts in order to use the Studio 180
Design Tools.
Although this is a perfect ‘stash buster’, the staff at Bear’s Paw will be happy to help you pull a stack
of fabrics together for your own design scheme. This is a 12-month BOM!

Class Fee: $30 monthly or $325 year
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The 2nd Tuesday of each month has been dedicated to all hand
stitchers or knitters. If you have any work done by hand, even a
binding on a quilt, come join us!
The only electricity in the classroom will be the iron and the lights. It
will be a nice quiet environment. Kate will be there til early afternoon
to help you and enjoy her English paper piecing.
Tuesdays, Sept. 10, Oct. 9, Nov. 13, Dec. 11

10 to 3

MOONLIGHT GNOME - Carol/Judy - This little fellow is one of twelve - one made for
each month. (You pick your gnome). You’ll leave the class with confidence in working
with wool/wool felt and embroidery. Gnomes would look good individually or in a group.
We’re completing ours into a 12 block quilt.
Wed., Oct. 10 - 10 to 1

Class Fee: $20

SEPTEMBER FOOT OF THE MONTH
SIDEWAYS MOTION FOOT $40C

QUILTER’S QUEST 2018 IS ALMOST HERE!
OCT. 19 TO 28
For up-to-date information go to: http://
www.quiltersquest.org/
Our bus is filling up, Sat/Sun 20 & 21, make your plans
soon.
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NEW DATE: Fri. & Sat., Nov. 9 & 10
10 to 4
CLASS FEE: $225
EARLY BIRD SIGNUP $199 - SEPT 30

The theme for the two day event is “Tame That Technique”. You will sew 18 different
techniques, including: zipper insertion, pin point embroidery placement, piping insertion,
decorative stitching, hemstitching, fringe, and scallop hems to name a few!
And, this is the best part, the course is open to everyone. Whether you are a seasoned pro, or you’ve
never touched a sewing machine, or have you always wanted to try sewing on the greatest sewing
machine ever! Come learn sewing techniques on one of our BERNINAS! you can attend this program.
Everyone will walk away with tips and techniques to improve their sewing skills or inspire them to learn
and sew more!

You will leave the event with a complete BERNINA Academy Technique
book with18 finished technique samples. This book is chock-full of sewing
samples and techniques for Tame That Technique. In addition to the 12
hours of stitching, you will receive a card with a special link to download
additional information, patterns, designs, and videos. All of the above,
plus a catered lunch and snacks both days is included in your registration
fee for this FABULOUS TWO-DAY COURSE!
Your leader for the two days will be Venitta McCall. She received her first
BERNINA, the 801 Sport in 1979, when she experienced garment sewing using
the Stretch and Sew method. She has continued to learn, and now teaches
BERNINA Embroidery Software classes, as well as many classes on BERNINA
sewing and embroidery machines.
As a full-time professor at a state university, teaching is Venitta’s passion. She has enjoyed
traveling and working with sewing machine dealers and their customers for over 15 years.
Venitta has worked extensively with BERNINA Embroidery Software, machine embroidery and
stitch manipulation. One of her specialties is creating beautiful machine embroidered quilts.
Bear’s Paw guarantees - You will love her!!

CLASS FEE: $225
Fri. & Sat., Nov. 9 & 10 - 10 to 4
EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT BY SEPTEMBER 25 - $199
LIMITED SEATING
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BERNINA NEW MACHINE CLASSES
THE BASICS AND STITCHES - If you had a one-on-one
session with us prior to this class, you are welcomed
to take this class as a review. We will go over all the
basic functions of your new machine. Then we move
onto those wonderful decorative stitches! TOPICS
COVERED: decorative stitching, temporary altered
stitch, memory altering stitches, pattern functions,
memory and alphabets.

MULTI-DIRECTIONAL STITCHING - STITCH DESIGNER
- COMBI-MODE - This is geared to the 5, 7 and 8
series machines. The multi-directional and Stitch
Designer features do not pertain to the 5 series or
the 740 and 770 machines, so we will cover combimode first then multi-directional and then Stitch
Designer features.
Sun., Oct. 7 - 12 to 4

Thurs., Oct. 11 - 10 to 2
*****
EMBROIDERY BASICS - Let’s get started using and
learning about the fabulous embroidery machine you
just purchased! You will feel confident embroidering
on many fabric surfaces. TOPICS COVERED: Preparing
to embroider, needles, thread, stabilizers, hoops/
hooping/hoop calibration, accessing designs, trace/
check, virtual positioning/absolute check, motif
center, basting boxes, embroidery sequence control,
moving/rotating/duplicating, rescale and mirror
image.

Tues., Nov. 27- 10 to 2
*****

BERNINA ADVANCED CLASSES:
ADVANCED EMBROIDERY - PERFECT PLACEMENT Learn about the amazing features of BERNINA’S best
embroidery machines. In this course we will share
idea’s from Lisa Archer of PICKLE PIE DESIGNS. We
will show you favorite features on the following:
BERNINA 880 PLUS, 790 PLUS, , 770, 590 and 500.
You’ll learn all about placement and more while
stitching a fun embroidery project!
Sat., Oct. 13 - 1 to 4

Class Fee: $25

Sun., Sept. 23 - 12 to 4
Tues., Oct. 16 - 10 to 2
Thurs., Nov. 8 - 10 to 2
*****
BSR - BERNINA STITCH REGULATOR - The BSR is an
innovative accessory that is far more than just a
presser foot. It’s part of a dynamic interaction
between quilter, accessory and your BERNINA sewing
machine. This class will help you get off to a good
start.
Thurs., Oct. 4 - 10 to 12
Thurs., Nov. 15 - 10 to 12
Thurs., Dec. 6 - 10 to 12
*****

BERNINA machines purchased from
Bear’s Paw will receive FREE machine
instruction the first 12 months of your
ownership. If additional classes are
needed after that time, you will be
charged a fee of $25.
If you purchased your machine from
another BERNINA dealer, the charge
will be $25 per hour.

